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Abstract

Along with the trend of globalization, the rise of the Chinese economy, and the encouraging

policies published by the government, more and more Chinese companies started to walk across

the border. However, there are always threats behind the opportunities. Xiaomi Technology Co.

Ltd, which is conceived as one of the leading innovative tech companies, has achieved

outstanding success in the domestic market of the mainland China, occupying the biggest market

share after establishing for 4 years, and obtaining profound influences for the whole telephone

industry. Xiaomi started its internationalization process in 2013 and decided to be an

international company.

In this thesis, an introduction about industry background would be delivered, including how

foreign multinationals like Samsung and Apple are influencing Chinese market, and how

Chinese telephone companies like TCL, One plus is deciding to explore the oversea market in

this situation. Moreover, the international practices of Xiaomi were described, ranging from the

trial sales in Hong Kong and Taiwan to the complete launch to Southeast Asia and the other

markets.

More importantly, three main problems Xiaomi has been exposed during its internationalization

process were studied – The patent crisis, and the unsuccessful sales performance aboard.

Xiaomi’s international expansion experiences in India and Brazil has been taken as an example

to discuss and analyze, though secondary data, the selection of foreign market, the entry mode,

the problems and solution of the dilemma that Chinese enterprises faced, aiming at offering a

valuable lesson of experience to the other companies which may have the plan to start its

internationalization process.

Keywords: Xiaomi, internationalization, the smartphone industry



Resumo

Junto com a tendência da globalização, a ascensão da economia chinesa e as políticas

encorajadoras publicadas pelo governo, mais e mais empresas chinesas começaram a cruzar a

fronteira. No entanto, sempre há ameaças por trás das oportunidades. A Xiaomi Technology Co.

Ltd, que é concebida como uma das empresas líderes em tecnologia inovadora, alcançou grande

sucesso no mercado doméstico da China continental, ocupando a maior fatia de mercado após se

estabelecer por 4 anos e obtendo profundas influências para todo o telefone indústria. A Xiaomi

iniciou seu processo de internacionalização em 2013 e decidiu ser uma empresa internacional.

Nesta tese, uma introdução sobre o histórico da indústria seria entregue, incluindo como

multinacionais estrangeiras como Samsung e Apple estão influenciando o mercado chinês, e

como companhias telefônicas chinesas como a TCL, One plus está decidindo explorar o mercado

externo nesta situação. Além disso, foram descritas as práticas internacionais da Xiaomi, que vão

desde as vendas experimentais em Hong Kong e Taiwan até o lançamento completo para o

Sudeste Asiático e outros mercados.

Mais importante, três problemas principais que a Xiaomi foi exposto durante seu processo de

internacionalização foram estudados - A crise de patentes e o desempenho de vendas

malsucedido a bordo.

As experiências de expansão internacional da Xiaomi na Índia e no Brasil têm sido tomadas

como exemplo para discutir e analisar, através de dados secundários, a seleção do mercado

externo, o modo de entrada, os problemas e a solução do dilema que as empresas chinesas

enfrentam, com o objetivo de oferecer um valioso lição de experiência às demais empresas que

venham a ter planos de iniciar o seu processo de internacionalização.

Palavras-chave: Xiaomi, internacionalização, indústria de smartphones
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context

After the global financial crisis happened in 2008, countries around the world have been applying

different monetary and financial initiatives to accelerate economic growth, and there is a

correspondingly positive result, however, mostly shown in emerging countries (O'Neill, 2018).

Back to five years before global economic growth started, the contribution rate of developed

countries toward global economic growth is 44%, while that of developing countries is 56%,

however, after 2008, developed countries contribution rate dropped till 13%, while that of

developing countries increases to 87%, and hence the center of global economic shift to

developing countries (Nabar, 2019).

The rapid development of the Chinese economy and the restructuring of the economy provide a

Chinese firm with a solid inner base for internationalization. China’s GDP has been increasing

with a rate as 7% for recent years, always staying in the leading position worldwide (Gough, 2015);

as the total value of GDP breaks 100 million dollars, China surpasses Japan and becomes the

second biggest economy worldwide (BBC, 2011).

1. 1. 1 The highly competitive domestic market

China's domestic smartphone market is the world's largest smartphone sales market, but after

high-speed growth in the past, the growth rate of smartphone sales has slowed significantly and

has stalled since 2015 (Perez, 2015). In 2017, domestic smartphone sales fell by 4% compared to

2016 (GSMA, 2016). For the first time, there was a negative increase in sales growth. The sharp

downward trend means that the domestic smartphone market has become saturated. At the same

time, the competitiveness of domestic companies has increased, and the “price war” among

major mobile phone brands has gradually reduced the profitability of enterprises (Kuo, 2014).

1. 1. 2 Foreign markets: border room to growth

Due to the imbalance of global economic development, in some developing countries, the

penetration rate of smartphones is generally low, so there is great room for development (James,

2010). For example, India, the world's second-largest population country, has huge market
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potential. According to data released by Canalys, India’s smartphone penetration rate was 17% in

2015 (Alto, 2018), and the Indian market sold an average of 112 million smartphones per year

from 2014 to 2018, and it has grown steadily at a growth rate of 10%. The mobile phone

penetration rate is also only 22% (Statista, 2015), which means that there is still huge market

potential in the Indian smartphone market. The rapid development trend of the Indian

smartphone market is very similar to that of the Chinese smartphone market in previous years,

allowing domestic smartphone companies to see the opportunity for a new profit vent. In addition

to the Indian market receiving extreme attention, other countries and regions with rapid

economic development, such as Southeast Asia and Latin American countries, are also the

markets that domestic smartphone companies focus on. The vast majority of these emerging

smartphone markets are occupied by low-end smartphones by 2015 providing opportunities for

Chinese cell phone companies’ international operations (James, 2010).

1.2 Importance of the research

As one of the most influential unicorn companies, Xiaomi owns an estimated company valuation

of $ 45 billion, which is also highly competitive in the international market (Wikipedia, n.d.).

Xiaomi is a software and hardware technology company with a unique business model that has

grown through Internet thinking combined with the domestic market environment (Song, 2013).

Not only has it succeeded in China, but it has also affected the future development of the entire

smartphone industry; worth mentioning, Xiaomi is the first domestic technology company in the

smartphone industry that expands its business aboard and has achieved rapid development

through the implementation of its international strategy. Therefore, studying Xiaomi's

internationalization strategy can provide empirical cases for other similar technology-based

enterprises, which will help other technology-based companies recognize the importance of

international operations and the risks and complexity of them, and it will also provide some

reference for the formulation of internationalization strategies suitable for enterprises.

1.3 Research question

My research will focus on the internationalization path of Xiaomi, and understand what

challenges, or threats they are facing in a specific location during the internationalization process,

most importantly, conclude the lessons that the other Chinese companies can learn from

Xiaomi’s experiences.
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The analysis will also be done through the case study of Xiaomi, under the different context of

different countries. All these elements can be summarized in the following questions:

● What attracts a tech company to expand their business to different parts of the world,

among different location choices?

● What challenges or threats Xiaomi is facing during the process?

● What lessons can other Chinese companies learn from the failures of Xiaomi’s

international expansion?

1.4 Objectives

In China, more and more companies, especially in the tech industry, grow quickly and are taking

the leading position in the domestic market. In order to realize further sustainable development,

they start their internationalization process, however, there are always obstacles to conquer. The

complexity of new markets in terms of culture, politics, economic, technological and so on is

way beyond imagination and is, sometimes, challenging companies’ capabilities.

In order to understand this phenomenon, the specific objectives are:
● understand the motivations that make technology companies like Xiaomi are expanding

their operations to different regions of the world;

● analyze and summarize Xiaomi’s internationalization process in emerging countries such

as India and Brazil;

● analyze the problems Xiaomi encountered under different conditions and relate them with

international business theory.
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Ⅱ. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 International market selection

The internationalized target market refers to a trading place necessary for the transnational

transfer of products, services and other resources of an enterprise, and is generally a country or

region. One of the important decisions for the internationalization of enterprises is to choose the

correct target market (Andersen & Strandskov, 1998).

Foreign markets often differ from domestic markets in terms of different dimensions of distance,

Ghemawat was the first one who gave systematic explanation of distance - CAGE model (Emna

Moalla, 2020), which includes four dimensions: Cultural distance, Administrative or political

distance, Geographic distance, and Economic distance.

● Cultural: differences in religions, beliefs, race, social norms, and languages;

● Administrative or political distance: differences in colonial ties, monetary and political

associations, government policies, institutional weaknesses;

● Geographic distance: Physical remoteness between countries, the physical size of the

country, the lack of common border and sea access, and differences in climate,

transportation and communication;

● Economic distance: Differences in consumer incomes and in costs and quality of natural

and human resources, infrastructure, intermediate inputs and knowledge;

However, with time passed, there are several complementary studies enriched distance models.

In 2006, Dow and Karunaratna (2006) proposed another more detailed distance model by putting

language, religion, education, colonial ties, time zone, industrial development, and political

systems separately (Emna Moalla, 2020); In 2014, Martín Martín and Drogendijk proposed

integrated version of distance model, which include only socio-economic, cultural and physical

aspects (O. Martín, 2014), which is more concise than what Ghemawat believed; However, among

them, Ghemawat’s CAGE remains the most commonly applied and well known structure for

empirical study of enterprises’ international practice.

The concept of distance is mainly used as a way to measure the dissimilarity between two

countries objectively or/and to assess the dissimilarity of subject perception (B. Ambos, 2014), the

latter one was also mentioned in Uppsala model (J. Johanson, 2009), which mentions the longer

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263237319300969
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0263237319300969
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the psychic distance between two countries, the greater the uncertainty will be during the

institution's internationalization process; therefore, distance has become one of the major

challenges and obstacles for companies to overcome when they want to set their footprint aboard.

The dimension difference between local and foreign markets is mainly manifested in the

psychological distance. However, the existence of psychological distance causes enterprises to

face operational risks and uncertain factors in the process of international expansion. Such risks

and uncertainties are mainly manifested in: (1) the company lacks the necessary knowledge and

understanding of the local market to operate in foreign markets; (2) the difficulty of the company

to transfer knowledge to unfamiliar foreign markets (Xiao Hong, 2006).

In the absence of foreign experience or knowledge of multinational operations, companies should

choose the nearest country and region where consumer preferences, market systems, and

institutional environments are relatively close (Zhengqiang, 2005).

2.2 Uppsala Model

Internationalization is defined as cross-border activities at the company level (Brouthers, 2013). As

detailed in the literature, the most commonly used international market entry strategy is the

Uppsala model (J. Johanson, 2009). One of the main characteristics of this entry mode is that the

internationalization of enterprises should be slow, which is a gradual process, which was shown

in the Figure 1:
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Figure 1 The framework of Uppsala Model

Source: J. Johanson (2009, pp. 1411-1431.)

The framework in Figure 1 shows that the Uppsala model refers to a gradual expansion into

foreign markets. Which means, most companies will start their internationalization process by

exporting, and gradually switch into more advantageous attempts such as sales subsidiaries, or

even developing their own manufacturing systems. In addition, the framework also reveals the

fact that foreign market related knowledge will gradually increase the company's commitment

abroad. Starting with exports will help reduce the cost of market development, because it can

help them determine the nature, scale and practices of the market. In conclusion, early collection

of such information and sales through subsidiaries will enable later companies to overcome

uncertainties and risks as to have a better preparation for the next step (J. Johanson, 2009).

2.3 Eclectic Framework

Dunning’s eclectic framework, also known as OLI (ownership, location, internalization)

framework (Dunning, 1993), is also one of the most commonly used perspectives in entry mode

selection research. Although not being a theory, this framework includes the concepts shown in

earlier research to influence model selection decisions. The three components of this framework

are ownership or company-specific advantages, location advantages and internalization
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advantages. As one of the earliest frameworks, eclectic can be considered a tool that brings

together resource-based (firm-specific), system (location), and transaction costs (internalization)

insights.

However, the Eclectic framework was later enriched by others. Guisinger proposed two

extensions of OLI (Guisinger, 2001). Firstly, he replaced “I” with “M”, which stands for mode of

entry, and such change has allowed scholars a more specific framework to differentiate among

factors that influence different modes. The second extension on that base is that one “A” has

been added after “OLM”, which stands for “adaptation” of firm’ operation in foreign context

(Guisinger, 2001). As Guisinger mentioned, there must be a clear difference between domestic and

foreign context that makes investors invest in a foreign country. And this present study will

analyse what elements in foreign markets have attracted investors’ interests.

Thus, it is possible to conclude that Dunning’s eclectic framework provides a good ground for

bringing together elements from others theories and exploring how those theories interact with

each other.

2.3 Resources-based view (RBV)

The RBV suggests that firms build up a unique asset/ resource that they can exploit or apply in

foreign markets as a base to obtain or develop competitive advantages (Rothaermel, 2012), and

also based on two fundamental concepts: resource heterogeneity and resource immobility (J.

Barney, 2001), the formal one is related to the ownership concept of OLI (Dunning, 1993) -

refers to specific resources advantage (such as knowledge, technology, experiences.etc)

processed by firms, and latter one implies that this heterogeneity cannot be easily transferred or

intimidated by other firms without costs.

This firm-specific, non-substitutable asset/resources, called as firm-specific resource (FSR) is a

source of firms’ competitive advantage in international expansion (K.D. Brouthers, 2007), and

those firms need one of the FSRs to cope with the liabilities of foreignness (C. Wang, 2012).

One of the earliest attempts on exploring the relationship between resources and entry mode was

done by Johanson & Vahlne (1977), who acclaim that the gaining experience, an intangible

resource, in foreign markets will help firms to transfer from simple exporting to more complex

entry modes - such as Joint Venture and Acquisition, suggesting international experiences could

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0969593108000024
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0969593108000024
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be some firm-specific advantage. Other researchers also tried to assess other resource-based

advantages. Ekeledo and Sivakumar (2004) examined potential firm-specific resources, such as

international experiences, core technology, reputation and so on through multiple scales; Claver

and Quer (2005) attempted to measure three other resources-based features - firm size, average

financial performance, and technology scale.

Moreover, RBV was applied from another perspective - the relationship with causes of

difficulties in internationalization. Alvaro Cuervo-Cazurra, Mary Maloney, and Shalini

Manrakhan (2007) proposed that difficulties in internationalization can be sorted into three

categories based on resource-based theory: loss of advantages provided by resources in foreign

context, creation of disadvantages by resources in foreign context, and lack of complementary

resources required to operate in foreign context.

2.4 Overseas market entry mode

In order to enter a specific foreign market, a company has several legal options to establish their

presence abroad. Entry modes have been one of the most popular topics developed by scholars

(Guisinger, 2001). In theory, overseas market entry modes were classified by scholars into three

categories in terms of power of control: Export, Contractual Agreement, and Foreign Direct

Investment (J. Johanson, 2009) (Willcocks, 2013). The following paragraphs will focus on

identifying the different characteristics of them.

The export entry mode refers to the process of selling of goods/services produced in one

country to another country (Yadong, 1999), and there are two modes to be specific: indirect

export and direct export.

● Indirect export refers to selling products to domestic exporters or entrusting export

agents to export on their behalf. Manufacturers can sell their products abroad through

professional foreign trade companies, international trading companies, export

management companies, or foreign procurement offices in their home countries.

Enterprises adopting indirect exports can not only use the foreign channels and export

sales experience of exporters or export agents, and quickly open the international market,

but also do not need to establish additional export agencies and personnel, saving direct

channel costs, thereby reducing capital burden and risk. The disadvantage is that the
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degree of product flow and price control is low, and it cannot even be controlled; it is

difficult to quickly grasp the information of the international market, as a result, it is not

conducive to improving the adaptability and competitiveness of the product to the

international market (Yi Zhang, 2019).

● Direct export means that the enterprise directly sells products to foreign customers

without going through a domestic intermediary agency. Enterprises can directly export

through the establishment of domestic export departments, foreign distributors and agents,

the establishment of foreign offices and the establishment of foreign marketing

subsidiaries, and has been considered one of the most basic international entry modes

(Reynolds, 2003).

The contract entry mode means that the company enters the target country market by entering

into a long-term, non-investment intangible asset transfer cooperation contract with an enterprise

in the target market country (Cavusgil, Knight, & Riesenberger, 2008). The difference from the

export entry mode is that under the contract entry mode, enterprises export intangible assets such

as technology, skills, and processes, not just tangible products. Therefore, they can overcome

barriers to trade in goods and avoid high transportation costs; at the same time, it can avoid

operating risks and maintain stable income; furthermore, it can use favorable foreign resources to

give full play to the effectiveness of the technology (Kotler, 2012). The difference from the

investment entry model is that there is no investment and therefore no equity arrangements are

involved. However, this shows the inadequacies of the contract entry mode, that is, the lack of

necessary control over the transferee's operating activities, and may establish competitors for

itself. In some cases, if this model is adopted, then the enterprise may lose the opportunity to

enter the local market in other ways. It mainly includes five models: license model, franchise

model, a contract manufacturing model, management contract model, and engineering contract

model (Brouthers K., 2013).

● License model. Licensed trade, also known as technology license, refers to the signing of

a license agreement between an enterprise (licensor) and another foreign enterprise

(licensee) to authorize the other party to use its industrial property rights such as patents,

trademarks and other industrial property and copyright for production and sales, then
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charge the other party for the license fee (Kotler, 2012). The advantage and disadvantage

summary are shown in Figure below:

Figure 2: Advantage and Disadvantage of License Mode

Source: Kotler, P. A. (2012). Principles of Marketing. Sydney: Pearson.

● Franchise model. Franchising is basically a specialized licensing agreement in which the

franchisor not only provides its intangible assets to the franchisee but also requires the

franchisee to adhere to strict operating rules (Kotler, 2012). As shown in figure X, the

franchisee invests less resources and plays a role in testing overseas markets, thereby

reducing risks, and can use the existing sales channels of the franchisee to increase sales.

However, the franchisee has limited control and guidance. The franchisee may not

provide products and services in accordance with the contract. If it affects the brand

image of the enterprise, it will be very difficult to re-enter it in the future (Alon, 2014).
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Figure 3: Advantage and disadvantage of Franchise mode

Source: Adapted from Alon, I. (2014).

Join-venture. Joint-venture refers to a form of collaboration between two or more firms to create

a jointly owned enterprise (Cavusgil S. K., 2014). In compare with wholly-owned international

enterprise (in the form of foreign branches, foreign subsidiaries, and foreign tax haven

companies), the advantages and disadvantages are quite clear (Reddy, n.d.) as shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4: Advantage and Disadvantage of Joint Venture Mode

Source: Adopted from Reddy, C. (n.d.)
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Wholly owned Subsidiary is an advanced stage of entering the international market, in which

company entered foreign market with 100% of foreign entities (Yiu, 2012), the concert mode can

be Greenfield investment or CROSS border M&A (Hui, 2013).

● Greenfield Investment. The act of a company building a new subsidiary or branch from

wasteland is greenfield investment. Creating investment will directly lead to growth in

host countries' production capacity, output, and employment (Hitt, 2009). As shown in

figure 5, greenfield investment has the following advantages and disadvantages:

Figure 5: Advantage and Disadvantage of Greenfield Mode

Source: Adapted from Hitt, A. (2009).

● Mergers and acquisitions. M&A has been one of the most popular entry modes due to

its nature of quick access (Hitt, 2009). The final value generated by the acquisition depends

on the difference between the acquisition premium and additional profits. Studies show

that if the company's management is too eager to reach an acquisition transaction, they

often pay an excessive price so that it is difficult for the acquisition to create any value for

the company (Tong, 2013). As shown in figure 6, mergers and acquisitions have the

following advantages and disadvantages:
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Figure 6: Advantage and Disadvantage of Mergers and Acquisitions

Source: Adapted from Tong, L. (2013).

To conclude, each entry mode has its own distinctive advantages and disadvantages, however, in

terms of external investment and risks, degree of ownership and control, there is a scale

difference among different entry modes, as shown in figure 7 the higher the ownership and

control are, the higher the risk and investment will be. Exporting remains the simplest (in terms

of financial and knowledge investment), least risky entry mode among all, and it has actually

become more popular, accessible entry mode around the world due to the removal of trade

barriers, and also transport being cheaper and more efficient (Shaver, 2011). Licensing and

Franchising, considered contractual entry modes, are riskier than export as more investment will

be involved, franchisors do not have direct control on subsidiary like it could have through a joint

venture or a FDI (Osland, 2001), meanwhile, the advantages are also clear: more local

knowledge/experiences will be easily obtained through partnership (Alon, 2014). A wholly-owned

subsidiary bears more risks than all the entry methods mentioned above, but it usually brings a

high return (profit) if it is implemented correctly and under appropriate circumstances. As a

wholly-owned subsidiary, the organization entering the market has the following characteristics:

high control, high commitment, high presence and high risk / return (Yiu, 2012). Facing several

options, companies need to take into consideration those pros and cons, and also further evaluate

their status and needs.
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Figure 7. Entry Strategies for International Markets

Source: Created by author
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Ⅲ. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Qualitative approach

This study applied qualitative research methods as research methods. The research process

involves the collection of data that can agree, refute or refute various theories to help understand

and clarify different observations (Jones, 2013).

Qualitative research involves a process called induction, in which data that is relevant to a

particular area of research is collected, and then researchers construct different concepts and

theories from the data (Jones, 2013). It is considered that the qualitative methods are more relevant

to carry out this research because it allows a greater capacity to obtain more depth and meaning

based on the internationalization practice of enterprises that are not suitable to more structured

quantitative methods, which is built on numbers and formations.

In this research, information is obtained through the official database, relevant books in the

school library, articles in various professional journals, related monographs, and internet

resources. Research is conducted through summarizing and analyzing the domestic and foreign

literature on the theory of enterprise internationalization management, understanding the

development history and latest progress of enterprise internationalization strategy research;

research methods of enterprise internationalization strategy are correctly grasped, and finally

applied to the research of Xiaomi's development strategy.

3.2 Case study

This research selects Xiaomi Company as a specific corporate object of internationalization

research. The research purpose is to combine the actual status of Xiaomi company and focus on

how to better achieve the long-term healthy development of the company's international

development goals. Therefore, a case analysis method is combined with Xiaomi - the company's

real situation, analysis of the company's development history and international operation status,

combining strategy formulation and strategy implementation, summing up the experience of

Xiaomi's international strategy implementation process, and providing a reference for domestic

similar enterprises to carry out international operations.

The choice of Xiaomi was not random. After a primary analysis, it is possible to conclude that

most of the major unicorns of China are following a business pattern that has been already exist
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or succeed in another foreign company, such as such as Didi ($51.6 billion) is using the same

business model of Uber, and Lufax($ 30.0) also find inspiration of its business model from the

P2P loans service of Lending Club, which is leading company in financial service of United

States (Yan, 2016).

However, Xiaomi is innovative and ambitious, it is a combination of hardware and software

technology, not only succeeded domestically, but also affects the future development of the

whole smartphone industry (Mingwei Li, 2019); it brings significant lessons for other Chinese

companies who are willing to enter the international market, so this research selected Xiaomi as

the research object.

3.3 Secondary data

In this study, data are taken from secondary sources, such as academic papers, books, reports,

websites and magazine articles. There are many articles on foreign entry mode decision making,

which makes it very difficult to review all empirical studies, therefore only part of them were

selected as the author believes that they have greater impact, as their findings reflect major

contributions in this field. Additionally, due to the distinctive nature of Xiaomi - a tech company

who born in the internet environment and mostly run business there, and as to capture more

relevant and present information not only locally but also globally, a large number of online-

sources (news, comments, interviews.etc) were abstracted besides of those predominant

academic papers published in internationalization filed. Eventually, in total 91 articles were

selected to be used as theoretical or informative bases of the current study; they were collected

from 2020 January to 2020 November.

These articles were found through online databases such as Web of Knowledge, Scopus, Science

Direct, and Google Scholar. The author searched these databases with the keyword "entry mode"

and examined the content of each paper in the list. After determining the target file, content

analysis was used to analyze its findings. Similar methods have been used in other reviews, such

as Mayrhofer (Mayrhofer, 2014), dikova and brouthers (Dikova, 2016), and Paul, Parthasarathy

and Gupta (Paul, 2017). Because of its qualitative nature, this method can provide higher

accuracy for audit. For each article, the author did not only analyze the determinants and main

findings of the recommendations, but also analyzed the theoretical basis and the samples tested.

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=suSZo2LnJPiUBSz-TvVvmiT59KJgg_jGZucoodT9rDie-mNduFHZ1GzGQKb8WEvtRRRmCEJa5mcCNRdZui-M0mRCTzMejaHEkEnNtkyDl1sYMu7iqn6ejNAGSOGib-1k
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Moreover, as to obtain more valid and relevant information, some Chinese sources such as Baidu

Scholar, doc 88 were also included, certain related findings have been translated into English as

to provide helpful reference to the study. The methodology and review process are summarized

in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Review methodology

Source: created by author

3.4 Data analysis process

It is important to keep in mind that this research incorporates both descriptive and analytical

content, therefore the data analysis process was guided by two lines: firstly, one of the aims is to

conclude the internationalization process Xiaomi had and some relevant historical events

happened during Xiaomi internationalization process as to explain the context, in which more

information were obtained through non-academic resources. Second, another aim is to analyze

the entry modes, possible causes of troubles Xiaomi went through during its internationalization

process, in this part more previous academic papers were involved and certain well-established

theories, such as the CAGE model, Uppsala model, and RBV were taken as an empirical base of

this research. Moreover, as to understand the investment context of India and Brazil

correspondingly, country specific analysis based on both PEST and CAGE was done and certain

conclusions have been drawn.
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After collecting the second data’s, the main task of the author was to analyze the information that

had been gathered. This was facilitated, in the first time, by summarizing key findings and

theoretical bases of each paper.

Once the above step was done, the research went through the summary list and detected the most

relevant and important elements as closely related to the synthetization of the information and the

identification of the most meaningful findings (Hancock, 2006). Moreover, those key findings

were organized and coded into different groups, as shown in table 1, to offer a more complete

information base of research objectives according to criteria proposed by Bardin (2013).

- Homogeneous: the categories cannot mix different concepts

- Comprehensive: they need to cover the entire text

- Adequate or relevant: adapted to the content and objectives of the study

- Exclusive: one element of the content cannot be classified randomly in two or more

different categories

Last, all the data and findings were interpreted and concluded in a narrative way as to outline the

main lessons that need to be drawn in terms of the Xiaomi internationalization process in general

and specific lessons learnt in India and Brazil.
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Table 1. Analysis categories

Source: created by author
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Ⅳ. ANALYSIS

This section aims at presenting key business information about Xiaomi and its main milestones

of history and development, with a focus on the internationalization process of the firm.

4.1 Overview about Xiaomi’s internationalization process

Before 2014, China's mobile phone market was transformed from a basic phone to a smartphone

(Choi, 2016). Under that context, Xiaomi Company earned the attention from many domestic

phone users by relying on cost-effective products, and Xiaomi's smartphone sales have also

achieved rapid growth (DELVENTHAL, 2019). However, the domestic smartphone market

structure was also slowly changing - as the local market was being more and more competitive,

and room for growth was rather limited, Xiaomi was forced to carry out its international strategy.

According to the Uppsala model, the internationalization development of any enterprise should

be a continuous process (J. Johanson, 2009), which starts from the export to the multinational

operation. Xiaomi started overseas business in 2014 and has formed two market entry modes:

one is to assemble them locally and sell them directly after they are assembled, and another is to

adopt the mode of direct export. This research studies and analyzes the internationalization

progress of Xiaomi based on Xiaomi's overseas market entry mode and relevant theories, and

summarizes the implementation process of Xiaomi's internationalization strategy into three

stages: the initial stage, the exploration stage and the overall development stage.

4.1.1 Initial stage

Considering that Hong Kong and Taiwan are relatively close to the mainland China in terms of

cultures, demographic composition, and business environment and so on, Xiaomi decided to “test

the water” in the "Chinese Cultural Circle" market first. In April 2013, Xiaomi officially started

the internationalization process as the first attempt of overseas experience.

Xiaomi applied e-commerce to sell mobile phones in Hong Kong and Taiwan. When customer

place an order on the official website and pay via PayPal, the package will be delivered from

Xiaomi Shenzhen Free Trade Zone warehouse by SF Express to Hong Kong Island, Kowloon

Peninsula, New Territories and the Separated Islands within 3 working days. Similarly, after
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placing an order on the official website, users in Taiwan can pay via ATM, credit card, PayPal

payment, and 7-ELEVEN (Yan, 2016).

In addition to sell on the official website, Xiaomi also strives to seek cooperation with e-

commerce and local operators. Hong Kong Telecom is the first Xiaomi mobile phone distributor

in Hong Kong, and they can accept reservations through three channels: pc website, telephone

app and physical stores. In Taiwan, Xiaomi first cooperated with FarEasy Telecom. Advertising

of Xiaomi contract machines can be seen everywhere in taxis in Taipei, Yilan, and Kaohsiung

(Yan, 2016).

In the initial stage, most of Xiaomi's products in overseas markets are mainly Xiaomi phones,

and its sales channels mainly rely on online platforms. At this stage, due to the small scale of

overseas markets, Xiaomi chose the market entry mode of direct export and indirect export, and

has achieved the goal of rapid growth in overseas markets by working with local distributors to

reduce barriers to entry.

4.1.2 Exploration stage

Xiaomi Company chose Southeast Asia as the starting point for formal international expansion.

Xiaomi entered Singapore firstly in 2014, and has since reached distribution deals with operators

Singapore telecom, star TV and M1. In the same year, Xiaomi enteredMalaysia, India and other

countries one after another, further expanding its overseas market. In July 2014, Xiaomi opened

its first flagship store in India and launched its first smartphone, the Xiaomi Mi3. The

smartphone sold 130,000 units in flash sale mode in the exact month. In October, Xiaomi sold

more than 600,000 phones in India. In order to promote international development in an orderly

manner, Xiaomi has hired professional managers with rich experience in international

management of enterprises to take charge of its overseas business since 2013 (Yan, 2016).

Xiaomi quickly opened the international market with its ultra-cost-effective products, but it also

encountered many problems. In late 2014, Ericsson India filed a lawsuit against Xiaomi, which

led to an injunction from the Indian high court requiring the company to stop importing or selling

phones in the Indian market. Ericsson, which claims that Xiaomi's mobile devices use Ericsson's

technology, was demanding that Xiaomi pay for the use of its patents and face legal sanctions.

The incident had a great impact on the sales of Xiaomi's products in India by suspending the
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sales temporarily in the Indian market. Finally, with the help of QUALCOMM’s patent license,

Xiaomi won the temporary release of some products. (Gandhi, 2020)

4.1.3 Overall development stage

2016 was an important turning point for Xiaomi's international development, a year in which the

company completed a new attempt to formally enter the Latin American and European

markets. In November 2017, Xiaomi entered the western European market starting from Spain.

Xiaomi's online business in Spain cooperates with Ingram Micro and Aliexpress in terms of

product sales, distribution and after-sales service. Aliexpress also announced that it will set up a

special Xiaomi official store to sell Xiaomi products in the future. In addition, amazon,

Carrefour, Media Market and other merchants have set up special purchasing channels to

facilitate consumers to buy Xiaomi products. In order to better demonstrate the

internationalization of Xiaomi Company, this research sorted out the internationalization process

of Xiaomi Company by market division, as shown in table below:

Time Country/Region Product Channel

2013, March Hong Kong
(P.R.C), Taiwan

Redmi phone Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export: offline
distributor

2014, February South East Asia Redmi phone Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export: offline
distributor
Greenfield

2014, August India Xiaomi phone,
Xiaomi watch

Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export: offline
distributor
Contract Manufacturing

2015, July Brazil Redmi phone Direct export: E-commerce

2016, June East Europe Xiaomi phone
Redmi phone

Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export: Flagship
store

2017, February Pakistan Xiaomi phone Direct export: E-commerce
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Redmi phone
Xiaomi watch

Indirect export:
Distributor

2017, March Middle East, North
Africa

Xiaomi phone
Redmi phone

Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export:
Distributor

2017, May Mexico Redmi phone Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export:
Distributor

2017, December West Europe Xiaomi phone,
Smart home

Direct export: E-commerce
Indirect export:
Distributor

2019, February Brazil Xiaomi phone,
Smart home

Direct & Indirect export:
E-commerce
Indirect export:
Distributor
Contract Manufacturing

Table 2: Xiaomi’s internationalization process overview

At this stage, Xiaomi Company began to expand its oversea market rapidly in a deep way, and

the market entry mode was no longer limited to a product export, but factories were opened in

India and Indonesia.

At the beginning of 2017, Xiaomi phones began to be produced locally in Indonesia. The annual

production capacity of Indonesian OEM factories can reach one million units, which means that

from 2017, Xiaomi phones in the Indonesian market will be fully localized (Yan, 2016). In the

same year, Xiaomi also invested in the construction of two new factories in India to carry out

local operations, providing more than 10,000 local jobs and successfully solving the problem of

insufficient supply chain (GERSHOM, 2017). In terms of products, Xiaomi has started to launch mi

smart home series products in various markets, such as mi bracelet, mi purifier, mi balance car

and so on. In terms of service, in order to better understand the needs and preferences of users,

Xiaomi also sent a professional R&D team to the Indian market to develop a series of customized

products in India (BGR, 2015). The focus of Xiaomi's overseas market in 2017 is to open offline

direct-sale stores of Xiaomi products, promote the experience of "Xiaomi home" in China, and

strengthen the cooperation with local mobile phone stores in product sales (Yan, 2016). By setting

up local stores to sell its products, Xiaomi's phones were quickly snapped up, and some models
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were in short supply. At the same time, the company also set up offline millet after-sales service

centers around the world, to ensure that products can be repaired and maintained timely

(GERSHOM, 2017).

Until the end of 2019, Xiaomi has entered more than 80 countries and regions in the world, with

footprints in Asia, Europe, Africa, North America and South America (Xiaomi, 2020). It ranks

among the top five in the mobile phone market in 40 countries and regions, and remains the

number one in shipments in India for seven consecutive quarters. Xiaomi's overseas revenue

reached 24.8 billion yuan in the first half of 2020, with a 47.8% increase in comparison with that

of last year (Xiaomi, 2020).

To conclude with this session, we can say that Xiaomi’s business footprint starts from direct

export, then jumps into indirect export mode by cooperating with local telecom providers when

its business grows in foreign countries, but ends up establishing factories in several countries like

Indonesia and India as to further adapting itself to the legal context and to generate profits

through greenfield projects; However, as to avoid overgeneralize the internationalization process

of Xiaomi, the next session will be introduced in order to give more in-depth analysis toward

expansion process in specific country while taking into account different political, economic,

social, technological context.

4.2 Cases on specific countries

Among all the countries on the world, and also as part of BRIC countries, India and Brazil have

always been drawing attention of the foreign investors with the huge size of population and also

with the economic potential; However, they give different, yet equally meaningful, lessons when

it comes Xiaomi’s internationalization process as they are the major players in two continents

and actually represent different context in terms of language, culture, economic progress, legal

environment, in this session both CAGE and PEST framework will be applied in order to better

understand the context on specific country while analyze psycho distance existed between

targeting country and China in several dimensions.

4.2.1 India

4.2.1.1 Motivations for entering India
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a. Politic

The Political or Administrative distance between China and India are rather short in comparison

with western countries, both of them are traditional Asian countries under strict social hierarchy

and undoubtedly power distribution, such norms exist in political structure and also in

institutional structure, where hierarchy and positions are clearly defined. India’s policy is leaning

towards manufacturing while encouraging foreign companies to conduct localized production.

Xiaomi planned to set up a factory in the Indian market when it first entered the Indian market,

and this is in line with the "Make in India" initiative put forward by the Modi government

(Pminida, 2014).

b. economy

In terms of economy, India is the world's second most populous country with rapid economic

development and huge market potential, especially the tertiary industry represented by the

software industry. However, India's industrial structure is unbalanced, and the proportion of the

secondary industry is too low, which is different from China - processing a solid base of

manufacturing industry (Niggl, 2019). The distance in economic structure distribution, on the other

hand, also proves the huge potential and room for foreign manufacturing enterprises to develop

in India. The lower GDP level has led to consumers' low recognition of brand premiums, and

they tend to choose products with high value on price and performance (Srivastava, 2014).

c. Social

The distance between China and India in terms of social norm, or more generally, of culture

distance, is relatively close same as political distance, on average level, Indian and Chinese

millennials work for 52 hours and 48 hours respectively per week, which is higher than most

parts of the words (Bhattacharya, 2016), which is also a example on similar value perceptions

between two countries - people value the accumulation of wealth and prestige more than leisure

and quality of life. From another perspective, the similarity between Indian consumers and

Chinese Consumers is that they value the cost performance more rather than simply chasing after

brand reputation (Srivastava, 2014).

d. Technology
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Regarding the technology aspect, since 2016, India has increased its efforts to promote the

development of 4G. However, local Indian companies have relatively weak technology

accumulation in the manufacturing sector. According to statistics from the Telecommunications

Authority of India, the number of mobile phone users in India has exceeded 1 billion in October

2015. However, smartphones account for a relatively low proportion. According to statistics,

only 17% of India’s population owns smartphones (Asher, 2020). India's huge population and low

smartphone market share provide a huge market space for smartphone brands, and there is no

obvious direct competition between new entrants from foreign countries and original brands.

4.2.1.2 Internationalization process overview

The business model implemented by Xiaomi in the Indian market has undergone a model

transformation from export, direct investment and then to strategic cooperation. When Xiaomi

entered India in 2014, it cooperated with Flipkart, the largest e-commerce site in India at the time,

and sold mobile phones exported to India on the e-commerce site (GERSHOM, 2017). With the

continuous expansion of the scale of development and the reform of India's tax system (Jain, 2019),

Xiaomi's internationalization strategy has begun to shift from "light assets" to "heavy

investment"- localization. In the three years from 2015 to 2018, Xiaomi has cooperated with

Foxconn to establish 6 mobile phone factories, and cooperated with local Indian companies to

establish a mobile power factory (Singh, 2018). In terms of products, Xiaomi also takes into

account the instability of power supply in many areas of India, and the Redmi series products

with larger capacity batteries are specially customized for India, which shows the depth of the

localization of its products (投资界, 2020).

In 2015, Xiaomi set up a research and development center in Bangalore (BGR, 2015), hoping to

use its core strengths to carry out localized innovations and to reshape its advantages. In terms of

software system design and development, Xiaomi is also more inclined to cater to the preferences

of Indian customers, such as developing mobile games with 20the theme of cricket matches and

providing diversified MIUI themes.

In terms of offline channels, Xiaomi actively expands strategic cooperation with local retailers.

Big C Mobiles, Poorvika Mobiles, Sangeetha Mobiles and other large retail stores familiar to

Indian customers have become its offline distribution partners, and have adopted distribution
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channel strategies for different cities. In southern India, there are more than 700 large retail stores

selling Redmi phones; in northern India, Xiaomi’s partners have switched to small home stores

(Yan, 2016).

It is worth mentioning that in 2015, when Xiaomi raised its C round of financing, it accepted

investment from the Indian business giant Tata Group. With the huge influence of Tata Group in

India, Xiaomi won the policy support of the Indian government and Indian local enterprises

(Modak, 2018).

The main steps of Xiaomi’s expansion and brand creation are summarized in the following

timeline:

Figure 9: main steps of Xiaomi’s expansion in India

Source: Created by author

4.2.1.3 Challenge faced – Patent crisis

However, things do not always work fluently, as one of the first trials on international expansion,

India also taught Xiaomi a rather valuable lesson. In December 2014, the communications

equipment manufacturer Ericsson sued the Delhi High Court of India. Ericsson believed that

Xiaomi Technology’s products infringed its Standard Essential Patent (SEP) for communications

technology (Gandhi, 2020). Ericsson tried to negotiate with Xiaomi for three years, Xiaomi

Technology did not respond, and accordingly had to file a lawsuit in the court, requesting the

court to issue a ban on the sale of Xiaomi's products and ban the sale of Xiaomi mobile phones in
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the Indian market. After a court hearing, the Delhi High Court of India passed a unilateral ban on

sales on December 11, 2014, prohibiting Xiaomi Technology from exporting and selling

smartphones to the Indian market, and sent officials to Xiaomi India Office for supervision.

Affected by the lawsuit, Xiaomi's sales in the Indian market fell sharply, even dropping by 46%

in a single quarter. Later, under the protection of Qualcomm, Xiaomi lifted the ban on all mobile

phones using Qualcomm chips (Bischoff, 2014).

4.2.2 Brazil

4.2.2.1 Motivations for entering Brazil

a. Politic

The diplomatic relations between Brazil and China have existed for decades, the two countries

have carried out projects in technology, science, agriculture, energy and other fields (Jonesday,

2020). As to further explore the new opportunity for cooperation, in the field of science and

technology, In 2015, the two sides signed the "Joint Action Between 2015 and 2021", where

Chinese technology-based companies were encouraged to accelerate their deployment in the

Brazilian market (Jonesday, 2020).

However, despite those positive political initiatives, the distance is also huge - as there are

several political barriers for chinese firms to conquer: Brazil’s complex legal framework,

excessive bureaucracy, these challenges have been increasing the so-called Brazilian Cost, which

has greatly weakened the competitiveness and global influence (Freitas, 2021).

b. Economy

As one of the four BRIC countries and the world’s top ten economies, Brazil undoubtedly has a

great advantage - with relatively complete infrastructure, industrial system, and a large

smartphone audience, it is the world’s No. Five major telecom markets and the largest mobile

communications market in Latin America (phaller, 2011). Brazil also has advantages in the

investment environment as Brazilian market has huge development potential. Moreover, the

Brazilian government has actively launched economic reforms to attract foreign capital from

foreign investors.
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However, after the lowest GDP growth rate in three years, Brazil's 2020 economic outlook is

bleak, where data was showed on Wednesday that the Brazilian economy grew by 1.1% last year,

the lowest GDP growth rate in four years (Reuters, 2020); However, given the fact that of the

overall plain economic performance, Brazil is still considered one of the promising markets for

Xiaomi, not only for the several advantages the country possesses but also for the strategic

meaning it has for Latin America.

c. Social

Even though the social distance, or cultural distance in general between Brazil and China is huge,

in terms of religion, beliefs, race, social norms, and languages, still there are interest and benefits

behind all those dissimilarities - Brazil, the largest country in South America, with a total

population of 202 million (WorldMeter, 2021), has a demographic advantage, and naturally

becomes the largest consumer market in Latin America. With the continuous acceleration of

social development, mobile phones have occupied the people’s lives as a convenient and fast

instant messaging tool. Chinese smartphone vendors such as Xiaomi are adhering to the

entrepreneurial spirit of "good quality and low price". As a technological product, smartphones

should keep up with the trend of the times. Without any doubt, the social reason could also be a

contributing factor why Xiaomi decided to enter Brazil.

d. Technology

In September 2019, the Brazilian Senate approved the new telecommunications bill. The core of

the bill is to loosen the bindings for telecommunications companies and enhance their

competitiveness, so as to achieve the purpose of increasing the access speed and popularization

level of broadband users and reducing corresponding tariffs (Staff, 2019). The relevant

departments of the Brazilian government are actively studying the use of 5G technology to

improve the level of economic and social development in Brazil and promote the digital

economy. According to the forecast of the Brazilian Telecommunications Authority, in the next

five years, the average annual growth rate of the fiber optic cable market in Brazil will be as high

as 9%. By 2023, the revenue of the domestic telecommunications service market in Brazil will

exceed US$50 billion (Markets, 2020).
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With the expansion of broadband Internet coverage, the promotion of Internet penetration, and

the promotion of telecommunications companies to enter a new investment cycle, all these will

bring new development opportunities for the Brazilian telecommunications industry.

4.2.2.2 Internationalization process overview

After achieving so much in Indian market, Xiaomi started to look into other arenas, the doors of

the United States and Australia are difficult to open as there are several local protection

agreements, Europe is full of powers but the size of the market is even limited instead, and most

region of Africa not even provide the suitable telecom infrastructure. After looking around, Latin

America has undoubtedly become the most attractive region to break through at this stage, where

Brazil accounts for a considerable portion and offers wide ground to play in.

Back to 2015, the entry modes used by Xiaomi were rather simple - a combination of contract

manufacturing model and direct export through its own ecommerce website. In order to cope

with the complexity of the tax system of Brazil, a contract manufacturing model was taken by

Xiaomi in 2015 July, where Xiaomi partnered with Foxconn to manufacture smartphones locally

in exchange of tax deduction (Millward, 2015). Meanwhile, for the first attempt of product

launch, Xiao mi decided to take a more cautious and also cost-saving strategy by bring all the

marketing and sales activity on its own website as to save costs of human resource, logistic,

warehousing, such strategy has been proven very successful in the context of Asia Market and

Xiaomi just simply moved the “online selling” strategy to Brazil of 2015, where the brand of

Xiaomi was hardly heard of by local consumer.

Additionally, affected by the high tax rate of consumer electronics, strong control of local

operators, wake base of e-commerce, and fierce peer competition, less than one year, Xiaomi has

suffered setbacks and chose to temporarily withdraw from this new market (Deng, 2018). It

announced that it had lost ground and finally left Brazil. At that time, Xiaomi was not the only

Chinese manufacturer that entered the Brazilian market and quickly withdrew, but also ZTE and

Huawei, and eventually they all ushered in the same ending as Xiaomi.

But after three years, the situation is very different. First of all, after years of negative growth, the

Brazilian economy has begun to enter a cycle of slow recovery. Its GDP grew by 1.1% in 2018

(Palumbo, 2019), and consumers have money again; secondly, Xiaomi has chosen a complete
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product line this time, the flagship Products include Mi 9, Mi 8 Lite, one of the top ten most

popular models by Brazilians in the mid-range, and three models of the Redmi brand at the entry

level, which differentiate them from their competitor. In addition, in recent years, as the pace of

Xiaomi’s internationalization has accelerated, its brand’s influence is also increasing day by day.

According to CAGE-framework proposed by Ghemawat (Ghemawat, 2011), the four dimensions of

distance are cultural, administrative, geographic and economic distance, the longer the distance

is, the greater the uncertainty will be in a company's internationalization process. In comparison

with India, one of the largest distances for Xiaomi to enter Brazil is culture, as totally different

languages, norms, traditions and values were involved, and the unfamiliarity of local culture also

caused liability of foreignness (Z. Wu, 2017), also emphasized by the Uppsala model. Xiaomi

therefore familiarize themselves with local partner: this time, different from what they did in

2015, Xiaomi returned to Brazil with determination and know-how, except the old ways they

were doing in 2015 - contract manufacturing model and direct export through its own ecommerce

website, Xiaomi aimed to increased its markets attractiveness through indirect export in off-line

channels and to decrease the uncertainty caused by foreignness as much as possible- Xiaomi

launched its first flagship store in Sao Paulo (Liangyu, 2019) in partnership with DL Comércio e

Indústria de Produtos Eletrônicos in 2019 march (Ventura, 2020), a local consumer electronics

giant with an annual revenue of hundreds of millions of dollars who will be in charge of

distribution and import for Xiaomi. In 2019 June, Xiaomi adopted another indirect export entry

mode by cooperating with B2W, however the focus would be online distribution and will not

change in any way the existing cooperation between the Xiaomi and DL (Xiaomi, 2019).

The main steps of Xiaomi’s expansion in Brazil are summarized in the following timeline:
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Figure 10: main steps of Xiaomi’s expansion in Brazil

Source: Created by Author

4.2.2.3 Challenges faced – lack of understanding of local market

In July 2015, Xiaomi tried to enter the Brazilian market, however, the brave attempt ended with a

complete failure and they were forced to be withdrawn from Brazilian market. There are several

reasons explaining why the failure was caused, however, they are under one simple category -

lack of understanding of the local market.

Compared to the US market, perhaps Brazil is more suitable for the title of "the country of

taxes." Taking electronic products including mobile phones as an example, Brazil’s import taxes

mainly include import tax II, industrial product tax IPI, social contribution tax PIS and COFINS,

industrial product value-added tax ICMS, import and export system transaction tax TUS,

additional taxes and fees ACR TRIBUTO (Deloitee, n.d.). In addition, Brazil adopts a three-tier

government taxation system of federal, state, and municipality, which ultimately leads to a

comprehensive tax rate of 60% for mobile phones. Together with logistics, warehousing, and

marketing costs, it also makes it the most expensive mobile phone in the world. One of the

regions in Brazil, so Xiaomi Mi 9 sold for nearly 7,000 yuan in Brazil - the high price caused by

tax factors (telecompaper, 2019).

Back to 2015, users were relatively unfamiliar with this Chinese brand, coupled with the fact that

Xiaomi was a company that had only been in business for 4 years; therefore, for Brazilian

consumers, the brand influence was almost zero. Xiaomi directly applied their e-commerce

experiences in Brazil as the only channel of marketing and sales, but turns out to be unsuitable

for the local context, which is another reason for Xiaomi’s failure.

Last but not least, 2015-2016 is the economic recession time for Brazil, making the greatest

negative economic impact since records began. The economy shrinks by 8% compared to the last

quarter of 2014, and internal political scandals have undermined the chances of foreign investors

(News, 2017).
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Ⅴ. Discussion: lessons could be learnt from Xiaomi’s internationalization process

Even though Xiaomi’s footprints have been presented worldwide, there are still patterns to be

concluded:

In terms of market selection, as analyzed in the former chapter, there are certain milestones to

look at: firstly, in 2013, Xiaomi started its internationalization journey from regions

geographically close to the China Mainland, which are Taiwan and Hongkong; then in 2014,

formally move out of the great China region with destination of other Asian countries such as

Indonesia, and India; Finally, in 2016, Xiaomi encountered its turning point by expand its

international business to Europe and Latin-American. Reflecting on GAGE (Ghemawat, 2001),

researcher conclude that Xiaomi’s international market selection starting with those countries

who shows a closer psychological distance, which include cultural distance, administrative or

political distance, geographic distance, and economic distance (Ghemawat, 2001) - more

specifically, starting from regions like Taiwan and Hongkong, which under the same language

and cultural context, least geographic distance and also similar political framework; then expand

to other Asian countries which are under similar cultural context, though different languages and

longer geographic distance; and finally enter Europe and Latin-American, where cultural and

political context is totally different than China, and also the longest geographic distance.

In terms of entry modes, there are some similarities shown in Xiaomi’s internationalization path:

a gradual, yet low-risks pattern applied. To conclude from all secondary datas we have so far -

xiaomi always started its internationalization process through direct exports, which is one of the

most basic entry modes (Reynolds, 2003), on its’ own website, in different language version;

Later on it may starts its off-line selling channel by cooperation with local distributors, as a form

of indirect export - as to quickly open the international market while maintain the low cost, also

low risks (Yi Zhang, 2019); Moreover, in certain countries such as India and Indonesia, Xiaomi

established its own manufacture locally as to save costs or satisfy the local regulatory

requirements (Xiaomi, 2020). Overall Xiaomi’s internationalization process falls with the

Uppsala model - a gradual and logical pattern, firms starting with the most basic (low investment,

and low risk) model export and gradually switch into more advantageous attempts such as sales

subsidiaries, or even developing their own manufacturing systems once more foreign market

related knowledge was obtained through practice (J. Johanson, 2009).
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Considering the advantages of internationalization have already been well discussed in similar

studies in the past, in the current research, one of the major objects is to discuss the lessons that

could be taken away from Xiaomi’s experiences in India and Brazil, more importantly, try to

figure out the causes behind in order to offer relevant reference to both researchers studying

internationalization and to managers leading the expansion of their firms.

As described by RBV, firms’ competitive advantage is based on the unique asset/ resource they

established (Rothaermel, 2012), and such resources should be heterogeneous and unsubstitlable

(J. Barney, 2001) and therefore to form the ownership; Also, it was believed that some elements

of RBV can explain the correlation between resources and difficulties in internationalization as to

understand the cause of failures, and it was believed that some resources that a firm possesses

prior to its entry to a foreign country can help it mitigate or avoid risks, while the lack of some

resources sometimes is detrimental to the expansion plan (Alvaro Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007).

In Xiaomi’s case, the causes of failures can be summarized into the following categories:

● Inability to transfer advantages: Firms cannot transfer advantage when critical

resources are unavailable in a new country; resources here refer to both tangible and

intangible resources tied temporarily with firms and generate profits for them (Alvaro

Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007). Xiaomi’s business expansion in India was largely restricted in

2014 due to the intelligent property crisis of Qualcomm chips (Bischoff, 2014), one major

component they were using back then. The absence of key components, patent protection

of critical technology in this case, caused the major failure in Xiaomi’s

internationalization in India. In order to cope with similar situation, firms can develop

new advantageous resources locally, allowing the subsidiaries to create its own strategy,

however, it may be not in line with purpose of international expansion - enter a new

market to leverage resources already existed, and may cause more risks during the

development process, which should be taken into consideration by those managers who

lead the company; Therefore, the more important and functionable solution is to have a

close look and better prepared for the market before enter it; they can reduce the risks by

following a gradual international process - starting from export, and gradually convert the

entry modes to contract modes or foreign direct investment.
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● Inability to create value: Another major cause of Xiaomi’s failure is that the firm does

not obtain value through its transformed resources that are used in its original country as

an advantageous source because certain things are not suitable for the new context in the

foreign markets. What we can learn from Xiaomi’s first failed trial in Brazil back to 2015

is that Xiaomi wrongly applied its online channel which proved to be successful in Asia

as the only marketing and sales channel for Brazil, where the brand awareness for Xiaomi

was already low. In order to cope with this situation, managers need to better evaluate the

context for the new country where they want to create value, and further modify the

resource transferred if it causes negative impacts.
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Ⅵ. CONCLUSION

This case study aimed at identifying the risks that happened during Xiaomi’s internationalization

process, and possible lessons that can be learnt from, with examples of Brazil and India. This

dissertation was structured and guided by three questions: what are the major factors that attract

technology companies like Xiaomi to expand their operations to certain countries? What do

Xiaomi’s internationalization processes look like? What are the major problems Xiaomi

encounters under different conditions and what can we learn from it? In order to answer them,

the concept of CAGE model (Emna Moalla, 2020) was introduced and overall entry modes that

Xiaomi applied worldwide were analyzed, more importantly, we looked into Xiaomi’s

internationalization process in two distinct, but also representative countries - India and Brazil in

a detailed way.

After analyzing data from different sources - academic ones also non-academic ones, the result

shows that Xiaomi entered different markets worldwide for market expansion purpose; However,

in terms of countries selection, PEST analysis was done in order to further understand the

context of different countries and we came into a conclusion that indeed India and Brazil are

staying in an advantageous position with incentives from different aspects like politic, economy,

society, and technology encouraging foreigners to invest.

In terms of entry modes, for Xiaomi - a tech company with core intellectual property, researcher

came to noticed that the entry modes it was using are rather similar: always starting from direct

exports through its own online channel mi.com which was translated into different languages, and

the internationalization steps were accelerated by expanding its off-line channel through indirect

exports, where a partnership with local distributor or importer was formed, moreover, in certain

countries like India,or Indonesia, greenfield strategy was also applied by building factories

locally due to cost-saving strategic reason or local regulation requirement.

As for the specific difficulties that we analyzed, we are able to know that most difficulties

happened when there is shifts on resource according to RBT (Resource based theory) (Alvaro

Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007) - when resources cannot transfer value in a new context, such as

intellectual property is not valid in foreign country, or resources cannot keep creating value in a

new market, such as a used-to-be proven effective marketing strategy becomes less appropriate

in a new market. More importantly, certain things could be learnt from the process: such as
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MNEs need to study the market better to understand the context before jump into it, and also

need to adjust themselves into the new context rather transferring old resources directly as, in

some cases, in distance between the host country and the target country are quite wide in terms of

several dimensions: cultural distance, administrative or political distance, geographic distance,

and economic distance.

However, there are several limitations of this study that we need to take into consideration: For

time and resources constraints, only two countries have been studied, even though the two

territories represent two major players on different continents with different cultural circle,

political base and other characteristics, they may not represent the reality of the whole continent.

Second, most of the judgments were based on data obtained from secondary sources as reaching

to the manager of the correspondent continent is almost impossible, which makes the research

lack insights from the insiders. Lastly, one limitation comes from the nature of the case study

itself is only Xiaomi was analyzed here, and We do need to admit that Xiaomi, as one of the most

fast-growing tech company in China, its experiences may not apply to companies of other sectors

and sizes, such as resource-seeking companies or companies who are selling more traditional

products.

Thus, we can jump into a conclusion that there are more rooms for researchers to explore in the

field of internationalization. First of all, more countries could be involved in the analysis to give

a result with more complete view or simply offer a reference to compare with the current

research; Second, first hand data of insights from insider can be rather valuable for similar study;

Last but not least, this type of study could be extend to companies of other industries to examine

whether there is a difference on internalization process among companies of different nature, and

the new material can give more conclusive, fair conclusion by comparing with the current study.
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